Ⅰ. Introduction
The hospital's emergency department is a complex unit in which the fight between life and death is only a breath away. The emergency department has been frustrated by the problems of overcrowding, long waiting time, patient care delays, and high costs over decades. Accordingly, to solve these problems has become the hottest issue in this area. Several internal or external factors have contributed to the long processing time and patient care delay: patient characteristics, emergency department staffing patterns, access to health care providers, patient arrival time, management practices, and testing and treatment strategies chosen (Fromm et al., 1993) . Understanding these factors well is an important step to improve have focused on techniques to find useful information from collections of data during previous decades. Although its application to medical data analysis has been relatively limited until recently, the term 'data mining' has been increasingly used in the medical literature (Fayyad, 2002) . The goal of predictive data mining in clinical medicine is to derive models that use specific patient information to support clinical decision-making. Data mining models can be applied to building of decision-making procedures such as prognosis, diagnosis, and treatment planning, which once evaluated and verified, could then be embedded within clinical information systems. Accordingly, the purpose of this study is as follows: first, using data mining techniques, this study focuses on generating the association rules that help physicians to decide which lab tests they should select, which can reduce lab-testing time and cost in the emergency department. Second, this study aims to build an ensemble of classifiers that supports to make a complex diagnosis, which can help physicians to formulate clinical decisions more quickly and more accurately. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 explains medical data mining appeared in the literature and its application to the emergency department. Section 3 illustrates a hybrid decision model as a research methodology used in this study and section 4 applies the methodology to the real emergency data. Section 5 evaluates the methodology and compares it with other techniques. Section 6 provides conclusions and future directions.
Ⅱ. Literature Review

Medical Data Mining
Medical data mining has been applied to accurate classification and rapid prediction for prognosis and diagnosis of patients in a specialized medical area (Cios and Moore, 2002) .
It has been also used for training unspecialized doctors to solve a specific diagnostic problem (Kononenko, 2001) . Among several algorithms for classification and prediction tasks, a decision tree is one of the frequently used techniques in medical data mining area. While it is easy to find many cases to prove the decision tree to be useful in the business domain, the decision tree enables to predict prognoses and diagnoses in the domain of medicine, by using tree-structured models or in the form of 'IF condition-based-on attributevalues THEN outcome-value' to identify useful features of importance. Khan et al. (2008) used decision trees to extract clinical reasoning in the form of medical expert's actions that are inherent in a large number of electronic medical records. The extracted data could be used to teach students of oral medicine a number of orderly processes for dealing with patients with different problems, depending on the time. Yun (2008) utilized a C4.5 algorithm to build a decision tree in order to discover the critical causes of type II diabetes. She has learned knowledge about the illness regularity from diabetes data, and has generated a set of rules for diabetes diagnosis and prediction.
The Apriori algorithm was useful to figure out large item sets and thus to generate association rules from medical data. Abdullah et al. (2008) adopted an association algorithm to find the relationship between diagnosis and prescription.
They stated that purchases and medical bills had much in common. Tan et al. (2009) Emergency data is the data collected by emergency department environment. They are more critical to human life than routine medical data. Most diseases included in the emergency data are fatal diseases. Ceglowski et al. (2007) discovered 'treatment pathways' through mining medical treatment procedures in the emergency department. They found that the workload in the emergency department varied depending on the number of presented patients, and was not affected by the type of procedure carried out. 
Chest Pain Research
Chest pain is one of the most common reasons why people visit emergency rooms. Chest pain is particularly important because it may announce the existence of a serious and occasionally life-threatening disease. In addition, it can be complicated by the frequent disassociation between signal strength (symptoms) and seriousness of underlying pathology.
Considering the ratio of the outbreak of chest pain resulting from each body organ, it is easy to find that cardiac diseases are the most common cause of chest pain (45%), followed by musculoskeletal (14%), psychiatric (8%), gastrointestinal (6%), and pulmonary (5%) (Qiao, 2009 ). In fact, cardiac diseases are the third most 
Ⅲ. Research Methodology
Emergency Department Process
There have been many studies that focus on redesigning and enhancing efficiency of the emergency department process. Based on these studies, a common process of current emergency department can be summarized as follow: a regular patient enters the emergency department, picks a number, and remains in the waiting area.
When their number is called, the patient is assessed by a triage nurse who screens for apparent critical symptoms (high blood pressure, fever, and so on). If the patient is found to be in critical condition, they are transferred to the Intensive Care Unit for immediate care.
Otherwise, the triage nurse assigns a triage code depending on the patient's condition (1 to 5, 1 being most critical).
Once a triage code is assigned, the patient waits for a physician's assessment. The waiting period depends on the availability of physicians and examination rooms. After the first assessment, lab tests may be required by the physician (blood test, lung scanner, and so on). If not, the patient is discharged to go home or transferred to another department. A patient with complete lab test results has to wait again for a second assessment by the physician requesting the tests. After the second assessment, the patient may be discharged to go home with a prescription or transferred for admission. Patients arriving by ambulance are transferred directly to the trauma room without triage (Duguay, 2007) .
Diagnosis Intelligence Using Data Mining
Based on the process in the emergency department stated above, the emphasis of this study focuses on the steps between 'Lab tests This study reduces the number of lab tests necessary to diagnose chest diseases accurately.
In doing so, this study extracts association relationships between lab tests and diagnosis, here is an implication of the form X Y, which means 'If a patient takes a lab test X, then he will take a lab test Y.' The rule X Y has to satisfy pre-specified minimum support and minimum confidence levels (Zaki, 2004) . 
The confidence of the rule A B is obtained by dividing the number of transactions, which satisfy the rule by the number of transactions, which contain the body of the rule, A:
The lift takes the confidence of a rule and relates it to the support for the rule's consequent:
···························································· (3) A lift value greater than one indicates there is a positive association, whereas a value less than one indicates there is a negative association. :
Ensemble Strategy for Clinical Classification
where n is the number of attributes,     is the number of cases in the partition   ,  is the total number of cases in S. Entropy impurity is the usual choice as the following Equation 5:
where πi is the fitted probabilities of the levels present in node m, which are at most k(m).
Classification and regression tree (CART)
partitions data into two subsets so that the records within each subset are more homogeneous than in the previous subset (Giudici, 2003) . There are three different impurity measures used to find splits for CART models, including Gini, Twoing, and Least-squared deviation. For symbolic targets, Gini or twoing can be the choice. The Gini index, , at a node t in a CART tree is defined as:
 ··························· (6) where i and j are categories of the target field. The
Towing index, , for a split s at a node t is defined as:
where tL and tR are the nodes generated by the split.
MLP is a hierarchical structure of several perceptrons and overcomes shortcomings of the single-layer neural networks (Mitchell, 1999) .
The training algorithm for MLP requires differentiable, continuous nonlinear activation functions:
where s is the sum of products of weights and -246 -such as an exponential (Gaussian) kernel uses the Euclidean distance between vectors x and y: Thus, if one model predicts 'no' with a higher confidence than the two 'yes' predictions combined, then 'no' wins.
Ⅳ. Data Analysis and Results
Data Description and Preprocessing
The EMR dataset included eleven attributes available from the database of the emergency department, which were patient number (PNO), Because the majority of patients were the old, this study focused on them in particular. Out of 478 patients, 180 patients who were older than 60 years old were selected for the further analysis.
Associative Patterns among Lab Tests
As mentioned above, there were a series of 410 lab tests conducted in the focal emergency room.
Not all patients, however, need to undergo all the lab tests since they arrive. [ Table 1 ] A sample of co-occurrence patterns between lab tests at the sub-code level.
patient gets testing unnecessary for diagnosis, it could be a waste of time and money. In order to reduce the number of lab tests and to reduce time spent on tests, the most critical lab tests need to be revealed to diagnose the disease. In doing so, the domain knowledge in the field of medicine was combined to discover important lab tests.
According to Kenneth and Sharon (2006) , and
Ren (2008) There were 4,650 rules that met the threshold (support=0.9 and confidence=0.9). As a result of using the domain knowledge for the diagnosis of ACS, the number of rules which included three crucial lab tests (CK, CK-MB, and Troponin) has been reduced to 3,585 from 4,650. Table 1 The confidence of the rule depended on its consequent and antecedent:
From these association rules, it was found that 56 lab tests had a strong association with the critical lab tests such as CK, CK-MB, and
Troponin. [ Table 2 ] Classification accuracy of single and ensemble classifiers (training data).
Clinical Classification Knowledge for Chest Pain Diseases
For the building of diagnosis intelligence by using an ensemble approach, 180 patients' records were split into two kinds of data sets at random: a training dataset (126 records, 70%) and a validation dataset (54 records, 30%). Input variables included the selected 59 lab tests mentioned above and demographic information (i.e., gender and age) of each patient (Kannel and Vasan, 2009 ). The target variable included three types of chest pain diseases: AP, AMI, and other chest pain diseases. [ Table 3 ] Confusion matrix for the best final ensemble (training data set)
Especially for the final ensemble, a simple voting achieved the best classification accuracy (97.62%), which rose 2.2% compared to the best single classifier, SVM(Polynomial). [ Fig. 3 ] Gain charts for the considered models obtained on the validation data.
Classification Performance of the Ensemble Model
For the validation of the best final ensemble model, the records of 54 patients with chest pain were prepared separately from the training data set. Table 4 lists the classification accuracy of each single classifier and of each ensemble generated on the validation set of chest pain data.
Among the single classifier models, the SVM(RBF) model showed the best performance on the validation data set (87.50%). For the voting ensemble, both SVM and DT ensembles had the best classification accuracy (85.71%). As shown in the training data set, the final ensemble model generated by voting exhibited the best accuracy (92.59%). Table 5 shows the confusion matrix for the best final ensemble obtained on the validation data set.
The classification accuracy was 90%(=18/20)
for the AMI disease, 100%(=17/17) for the AP disease, and 88.24%(=15/17) for other chest pain diseases. Total accuracy reached 92.59%. Fig. 3 shows the gain charts for single classifier models and for the best final ensemble model being
-250 -compared together. The gain chart of the best final ensemble model suggests that it has better performance.
Validation of Association Rules
The 59 [ Fig. 4 ] Box plot as changes in the support value.
Justification of Using Association Rule Mining
[ 
Ⅵ. Conclusions and Future
Research
The purpose of this study was to build a hybrid 
